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	Title: Outdoor Living in the Garden 
	Author: by Michelle Le Strange, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: “Outdoor living” means designing your backyard into a space where family and friends can gather and play.  If done right, the outdoor area becomes just another “room” in your house.  Here are some tips to capitalize on1. Visually join your garden to your home.  French or patio doors that lead from the house to the garden directly connect the two areas.  A pergola or overhead awning will bridge the inside and outdoors. 2. To encourage people to linger outdoors, comfortable seating is key.  Comfort and durability should be your first two concerns for outdoor furniture.  Tables should be as big as they come, and definitely bigger than you think you need at the time.  A big outdoor table is ideal for casual group dinners for many more people than you could invite for a dinner party indoors.  Create “destinations” by placing chairs or benches throughout your yard.  Even a log tucked under a tree can offer a unique spot to rest. 3. Take the chill out of your garden room by adding a patio heater to throw a ring of warmth in a wide circle so that you relax in comfort even when the temperature is nippy. 4. Don’t forget the impact of good garden art.  Place a birdbath or stature anywhere in your yard and you’ve created a focal point.5. Stimulate the senses by adding sound.  A bubbling fountain, garden chimes, even a stereo system with specially designed outdoor speakers are options.6. As night falls in the garden, well-chosen lighting makes a yard both more welcoming and more interesting.  Manufacturers have introduced a flood of light choices for the garden; just remember that a little lighting can go a long way.  It is far better to be subtle than to have to shield your eyes from the glare of a misplaced or too-bright light.  By highlighting only the best aspects of your garden, you can create a nightscape that may be even more attractive than your daytime garden!Low-voltage lighting systems provide just the right amount of lighting for most backyard situations.  New technology has revolutionized this type of lighting, bringing it well within the installation abilities of even novice do-it-yourselfers.  Modular systems and kits are inexpensive and easy to install.  Start by taking a flashlight into the garden and use it to highlight a favorite shrub or fountain from different angles so that you get an idea of where you want your lighting to go.  Lighting experts commonly discuss different lighting techniques, each designed for a special purpose.
	Page 2: Silhouetting shows shape, but not color or texture.  It makes objects stand out against a background.  This is good for plants with unique branching structure.Shadow lighting creates dramatic shadows on a background surface by casting light from the front.Grazing uses low lights that shoot up toward a surface – usually brick, stucco, or stone – to reveal its textures.Up-lighting uses lights that shine up into flowering trees or other taller plants.  It creates dramatic accents and shadows.Moonlighting simulates natural moonlight by placing one or two lights aimed down through branches.  It creates mottled light and shadow patterns on the ground.  Area or spread lighting uses downward facing fixtures that cast soft light over a broad, low-level area. ENJOY LIFE.  For most people, outdoor living means casual and fun – not formal and stiff.  A cooking grill close to the kitchen, a hot tub or spa right off the master bedroom, a lawn area for outdoor games  increase the amount of pleasure your yard has to offer.  While the weather is pleasant, it’s not unusual for people who own a garden designed for outdoor living to spend more time outdoors than in.  After all, just about anything that can be done indoors can be done outside, only more pleasantly.  
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